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ABSTRACT

Results from computer simulation and experiments on ion scattering and sputtering processes
in ion beam sputter deposition of high T c superconducting and ferroelectric thin films are presented. It
is demonstrated that scattering of neutralized ions from the targets can result in undesirable erosion
of. and inert gas incorporation In. the growing films, depending on the Ion/target atom mass ratio and
ion beam angle of incidence/target/substrate geometry. Hie studies indicate that sputtering by Kr+ or
Xe + ions is preferable to the most commonly used Ar+ ions, since the undesirable phenomena
mentioned above are miriimlr.ed for the first two Ions. These results are used to determine optimum
sputter deposition geometry and ion beam parameters for growing miiiticomponent oxide thin films by
ion beam sputter-deposition.
INTRODUCTION
Ion beam sputter deposition has been used to produce nuilticomponent thin films from
sputtering of either muff /component'-3 or elements/ fargef rrraterrafe3 for a variety of applications.
This deposition technique is attractive in lhat it offers independent control over important parameters
such as bombarding species, energy, and system geometry. There exists, however, a need to
understand the fundamental Ion beam-target/substrate interactions that are occurring during
deposition. These processes, which include ion scattering from the target, high energy recoil
sputtering, resputtering of the deposited film, and neutralized scattered ion incorporation into the film,
are generally undesirable, uncontrolled and may result in degraded film properties.
In this paper, selected results are presented on experimental studies on ion-target/substrate
interactions for target materials used lo produce YBa2Cu3O7-x superconducting films and electrooptic
films. These multicomponenl materials possess complex structures and require strict control of
processing conditions in order to obtain high quality films with the desired electronic or optical
properties. In particular, an understanding of processes affecting stoichiometry, film niicrostructure,
and defect and impurity incorporation is hecessary for production of multicomponent films. Our group
has recently proven that a computer-controlled ion beam sputter deposition system, which uses a
single high current ion beam and elemental target materials on a rotatable target holder, can be used
to produce both YBa2CujO7.x and KN0O3 films3^ with precise control of the cation stoicliiometry. In
this technique, metallic or the corresponding oxide targets are sequentially exposed to the ion beam
through the computer-controlled rotation of the target holder driven by a stepping motor. The use of
elemental metals or judiciously chosen single oxides results in the elimination of undesirable
preferential sputtering, characteristic of many complex multielement target materials presently used
to produce miiiticomponent oxide films. However, a need still exists for a thorough understanding of
the ion scattering and sputtering phenomena occurring during film deposition. We have examined the
sputter yield of various elemental and oxide precursor materials, the deposition rate of these
materials at various ion beam parameters, and the amount of gas trapping occurring in the film during
deposition. The experimental results have been compared to calculations performed using the TRIM
code 5 in order lo determine dominant effects and optimize deposition parameters.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Experiments were performed in a turbopumped stainless steel chamber with a base pressure
of 1.0 x 1 0 7 torr. Ihe Ion beam was produced by a Kaufman-type ion source with collimated
extracting grids. The ion source was typically operated at 1.4 keV and 25 mA, except where noted.
High purity Ar. Kr. or Xe gas was introduced via a mass flow controller at 2.0 seem, resulting in an
operating pressure of 1.0-5.0 x 10 4 torr with the ion beam orf. High purity Cu, Y. Ba. and Nb
materials were used for the metallic targets, while KO2 pellets were made by cold pressing high
purity powder in a nitrogen atmosphere.
The measurements were made using tlie deposition geometry shown in Figure I. Films were
deposited on glass slides or on silicon, in the case of barium, at the 30°. 60°. and 90° positions
indicated In Figure I. with the target/ion beam angle at either 45" or near normal incidence.
Deposition rates were determined either by profilometry of the deposited films or by dynamic
measurements with a quartz crystal resonator located in the appropriate position. A comparison of
the two techniques yielded identical results for Cu films.
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Figure t. System geometry used for measuring deposition rates and for determining gas trapping.
The sketch above shows the ion beam impacting at 45° to the target surface normal.
Gas trapping studies were performed wkh secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a
Cameca instrument. Depth profiles of Ar, Kr, and Xe were obtained from different samples, and
relative values were established at the 3O°/60n/90° positions indicated in Figure 1.
SPUTTERING AND SCATTERING PROCESSES IN SUPERCONDUCTING FILMS
Figure 2 shows the net deposition rate of Cu and Y for both 45° and near normal ion beam
incidence as a function of substrate relative to the incoming ion beam (see Fig. 1). The data indicates
a larger net deposition at the 90° position for 45° ion beam incidence. The deposition rate is greater
for the case of bombardment with the higher ion mass, as may be expected from sputtering theory6
and experiments7. Hie reason for the slight increase in the measured deposition rate at the 90"
position for the near normal Ar+and Kr* bombardment of Y is presently unclear. Further experiments
are being performed lo confirm whether this increase is real, as a trend more like the one obr^rved for
the Cu case should occur, considering the irradiation geometry and the expected angular distribution
of the sputtered flux.
The amount of Ar gas incorporated into llie films, as determined by SIMS, is shown in Figure
3. The beam - target angle was 45° with respect io the target normal, as shown in Figure 1. Films
were deposited at all positions (3O°/6O°/9O°) simultaneously to minimize run-to-run deviations.
While this measurement does not give a direct determination of the ion scattering processes that are
occurring during deposition, a qualitative understanding may be gained by correlating the data with
computer simulation!; presented below. Inspection of the data in Figure 3 shows that the amount of
Ar trapped in the films decreases from Ihe 90° lo Ihe 30° position. Ihe effect being stronger for Ihe Ba
case. Measurement for Xe+ bombardment indicated an almost negligible trapping in Ihe same

materials while measurements of Kr trapping are underway. The quantification of the SIMS data is.
however difficult, due - part to large matrix effects which may alter the relative intensity of the
signal measured. 8 Therefore we here consider only the relative trends observed. A more
quantitative study will be undertaken using standard Ar+ implanted samples.
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Figure 2. Deposition rate of Cu and Y films at both 45° and normal ion beam incidence at 30°, 60°,
and 90° positions relative to the ion beam (See Figure 1).
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Figure 3. SIMS data showing relative amount of Ar
gas incorporated into Cu, Y, and Ba films. Steadystate SIMS count levels were used. The Ar and Ca
peaks were not resolvable in the system used for
these analyses. Therefore, the CsAr+ (mass 173)
peak was monitored, and energy spectra were taken
at various stages during the profiling to assure that a
sharp peak, characteristic of the easily dissociable
CsAr+ molecule, was observed, rather than the long
tailed peak, which would appear if CsCa molecules
were being produced. Details of this analysis will be
published elsewhere.
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In addition to the experimental results, we have performed computer simulations of the
sputtering and scattering processes to establish qualitative correlations with the former. The TRIM
code 5 has been used to generate the data presented in Figures 4-5.
Figure 4 shows the results of TRIM calculations for the sputtering yield (Ys) of Y and Lu as
a function of the ion beam energy for 45° incidence; the trends for normal incidence being similar,
although with slightly lower Ys values9. The calculations for Ba, not shown here, are very similar to
Cu in shape and magnitude9. As may be expected, Ys depends on the ion/target mass ratio and ion
beam angle of incidence. However, the sputter yield for Kr+ is seen to be closer to that for Xe+ even
though the mass of Kr (80 amu) is nearer to Ar (40 amu) than to Xe (131 amu). This indicates that
the sputter yield will probably increase slowly as ion mass increases for these target materials, and
only little advantage is gained when increasing the mass of bombarding ions from Kr to Xe.
A calculation for the number of neutralized ions scattered from Ba, as a function of the energy
of the scattered species, is shown in Figure 5 for 45° Ar+ ion beam incidence. This represents the
most unfavorable case wuh respect to ion/target mass ratio. (Calculations for Cu and Y have
recently been published elsewhere9). The model predicts a significant percentage of high energy
(initial beam energy 1.4 keV) Ar species scattered from the Ba, but predicts a smaller number of
scattered Kr and Xe species from Ba. This result is to be expected based on the masses of the
incident ions and target atoms. The model also predicts a smaller number of high energy Kr and Xe
species scattered from both Y and Ba. These scattered energetic species can produce erosion of the

growing films and be Incorporated into them, which can affect their stoichiometry, microstmcture, and
quality.
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Figure 4. Sputtering Yields (Y,) vs. beam
energy for Ar4, Kr* and Xe+ Ion bombardment of
Cu and Y at 45° beam incidence with respect to
the target surface normal.
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Figure S. Ion scattering yield vs. energy of the
scattered species for Ar* Ion bombardment of Ba
at 45° angle of incidence,

SPUTTERINO AND SCATTERING PROCESSES IN FERROELECTRIC THIN FILMS
The analysis of ion scattering and sputtering of the precursor target materials for the
production of ferroelectric KNbOj is presented in a simitar fashion to the case of the superconducting
material. Further information on the growth and analysis of this material by ion beam sputtering has
been published elsewhere*. The use of the superoxide KO2 as Dne of the precursors complicates the
analysis because of secondary, uncontrolled processes that take place during the sputter erosion of
the target. These processes can include target charging, preferential sputtering of a particular
element, leading to altered surface stoichiometry, and formation of severe surface morphology. Kelly
has reviewed sputtering of oxide materials in detail*. We discuss the implications or these
processes in the analysis of our experiments and simulations.
The deposition rates of Nb and KO2 as 4 function of substrate position arc shown in Figures 6
and 7 respectively. The trend for Nb deposition is similar to that observed in the deposition or
metallic materials used for synthesizing high T c superconducting films'. The deposition rate for the
oxide shows much larger scatter In the data than does the metal. The general trend seems to be the
same as in the metals, but the error and reproducibUity is probably due to factors mentioned in the
previous paragraph.
The computer simulations for ion scattering versus the energy of scattered species are
presented for Nb and KO2 in Figure 8. The, deposition rate, and scattering of incident ions from Nb
exhibit analogous trends to those observed for the metals related to high Te superconducting films.
This result Is not surprising considering the various masses or the materials involved. The number of
scattered Ar species is very small in the case of Ar tncidenct on KO2. indicating very efficient energy
transfer to the target atoms for this case. The use of Kr+ or Xe* Ions minimizes the amount of
scattered species, which has led to successful production of relatively high quality epitaxial KNbOj
films on (100) MgO. We believe that this success was due to a large extent to an optimized
deposition geometry, where undesirable ion scattering effects were minimized.

(and increased gas incorporation). We therefore expect that the sputtering yield will increase
faster than the scattering of ions for directions closer to the specular reflection position at 90°.
CONCLUSIONS
following the analysis presented above, we can draw conclusions regarding the optimum
system geometry and ion beam parameters in order to deposit high quality films by minimizing gas
trapping and damage from bombarding species. The sputter rate data indicates that the highest
rales are obtained at 45° incidence using Xc* ions. However, the difference between the sputtering
yields for Xe + and Kr+ ions may not be as substantial as to offset the high cost of the Xe gas.
Sputtering with Ar gas results in higher energy neutralized scattered ions from the surface,
especially as the mass of the target atom increases. This results in film resputtering and gas
incorporation. 1~he scattering process can be reduced by depositing at the 30° position with the
beam normal to the target, at a cost of deposition rate. The best compromise may be obtained by
using Rr + ions at 45° incidence angle to maximize deposition rate, which yields lower energy
scattered species and less tendency for {rapping than Ar + ions. For heavier atomic mass unit
target materials, a substrate position nearer 60° may be desirable to minimize any potential ion
scattering. Further work will be necessary to quantify the data presented here, and is warranted,
considering the impact that these studies may have in optimizing ilie parameters for the deposition
of high quality superconducting films by ion beam sputter-deposition.
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